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ABSTRACT 

 

I propose a specific use for the Treasury-issued „Digital Greenbacks‟ 

(“DGBs”) and associated system of TreasuryDirect Digital Wallets that I 

have proposed elsewhere. I propose that these be issued as equitably 

distributed „Treasury Growth Dividends‟ (“TGDs”) under normal 

circumstances, and deployed as a countercyclical policy lever under 

abnormal circumstances of deepening deflation or heightening inflation. 

This use of DGBs offers three highly attractive prospects: first, an equitable 

distribution of the proceeds of capital and labor investment nation-wide; 

second, a far more efficient, „leak-proof‟ monetary policy transmission belt 

for countercyclical money modulation; and third, a mode of such 

countercyclical action that is „debt-free.‟ 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

As the global coronavirus pandemic continues to elicit record levels of 

new public sector spending to fill-in for curtailed private sector earning, 
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Cassandraesque warnings about debt and deficits are once again looming.
1 I 

would accordingly like here to preempt these cries with a quick „out of the 

box,‟ „debt-free money‟ proposal. This proposal both complements and 

presupposes implementation of the „Digital Greenbacks‟ proposal that I 

have been pushing for a while now.
2
 

While it is a contemporary exigency that occasions my offering this 

proposal right now, it is not only short-term needs that justify it.  Rather, 

what I propose is a new policy practice that we have very good reason to 

adopt permanently going forward. For it is a means by which (a) to share 

national economic growth henceforth more equitably than we do now, and 

(b) to counteract both inflationary and deflationary pressures—hence 

„market bubbles‟ and „great recessions‟—henceforth more efficiently than 

we do now. All in a manner that does not add to public or private sector 

debt aggregates. 

I will begin with a brief reminder of the institutional backdrop that my 

proposal here presupposes. I will then briefly sketch the proposal—what I 

will call the „Treasury Growth Dividend‟ proposal. Then I will briefly 

catalogue the advantages offered by my proposal and conclude. 

 
1 See, e.g., David Lynch (not the filmmaker), Record Government and Corporate  Debt 

Risks “Tipping  Point” after  Pandemic Passes, WASHINGTON  POST (Apr. 18, 2020), 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/us-policy/2020/04/18/record-government-corporate-

debt-risk-tipping-point-after-pandemic-passes; John Hislenrath, Coronavirus Pandemic to 

Test Limit of How  Much  Debt  U.S.  Can  Bear,  WALL ST. J. (Mar. 18, 2020), 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/u-s-deficit-set-to-soar-as-government-responds-to-

coronavirus-11584568685. A number of  my  own  proposals  made  in  March  and  April 

this year are offered in the interest of averting any possible—albeit only remotely 

possible—inflationary pressures by adding supply mobilization measures to demand 

supporting measures. See, e.g., Robert  Hockett,  White  Paper:  Immediate  Coronavirus  

Economic Mitigation Measures, NEW CONSENSUS (Mar. 2020), 

https://newconsensus.com/coronavirus-related-economic-mitigation; Robert Hockett, 

Managing Coronavirus‟s Economic Fallout—Demand and Supply  Side  Measures,  

FORBES (Mar. 16, 2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/rhockett/2020/03/16/managing-

coronaviruss-economic-fallout-demand-and-supply-side-measures/#4530b22dc219. See 

also Robert Hockett, We Are at War and Need Wartime  Institutions to Keep Our 

Economy Afloat, THE HILL (Apr. 4, 2020), https://thehill.com/opinion/white-

house/491166-were-at-war-and-need-wartime-institutions-to-keep-our-economy-

producing; Robert Hockett, White Paper: How to Mobilize the Military to Produce 

Pandemic-Responsive Supplies in Adequate Quantity, NEW CONSENSUS (Mar. 17, 

2020)0, https://newconsensus.com/production-mobilization-plan; Robert Hockett, Our 

Corona Response‟s Missing Ingredient—Mobilize the Supply Side, FORBES (Mar. 18, 

2020), https://www.forbes.com/sites/rhockett/2020/03/18/our-corona-responses-missing-

ingredient--mobilize-the-supply-side/#39f3b9443252.  
2 See, e.g., Robert Hockett, White Paper: Digital Greenbacks: A Sequenced 

„TreasuryDirect‟ and „FedWallet‟ Plan for the Democratic Digital Dollar, 

https://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=3599419. See also related writings 

by Robert Hockett in Forbes, The Hill, Wall Street Journal, and VentureBeat. 
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2. THE BACKDROP: DIGITAL GREENBACKS 

 

The institutional backdrop is essentially that which I have pushed for 

some time now.
3 Thus we assume the following: Treasury administers a 

system of both vertically and horizontally interoperable P2P digital wallets, 

into which it has converted the TreasuryDirect system of transaction 

accounts that it has long made available to all.
4 The currency that it „puts in‟ 

to those wallets is what I call the „Digital Greenback,‟ in honor of our 

nation‟s first paper currency—the Greenback—which Treasury issued and 

administered for the fifty years that elapsed between 1863 and the Fed‟s 

establishment in 1913.
5
 

The Digital Greenback (“DGB”) is identical, in respect of all 

characteristics save its issuer, to the „Federal Reserve Note‟ that is our post-

1913 dollar bill—just as the latter is identical in respect of all characteristics 

save its issuer to the original Greenback once administered by Treasury 

through its suggestively named Office of the Comptroller of the Currency.
6 

That is to say, it pays no coupon or other form of interest, is a perpetual, and 

is deemed legal tender, good „for all obligations public and private‟ like the 

Fed dollar itself.
7  Citizens, businesses, and legal residents transact in it 

through Treasury-administered digital wallets.
8
 

 

3. THE PROPOSAL: DIGITAL GREENBACKS AS TREASURY GROWTH 

DIVIDENDS  

 

Against the institutional backdrop just sketched, we establish the 

following Fiscal-cum-monetary policy regime: In normal times, Treasury 

issues new DGBs to individuals‟ and businesses‟ wallets in proportion to the 

monthly growth of our Macro-economy.
9  In so doing, Treasury will 

 
3 Id. 
4 Id.; Robert Hockett, The Democratic  Digital  Dollar:  A  Digital  Savings  and Payments 

Platform for Inclusive State, Local, and National Money and Banking Systems, 10 HARVARD 

BUS. L. REV. ONLINE 1 (2020); Robert Hockett, White Paper: The Empire State Inclusive 

Value Ledger: A Peer-to-Peer Digital Savings and Payments Platform for an All-

Embracing and Dynamic State Economy (2019), 

https://ronkimnewyork.com/downloads/The-New-York-Inclusive-Value-Ledger-Sept-

2019.pdf (website of New York Assemblyman Ron Kim); Robert Hockett, Rousseauvian 

Money (2018) (working paper, on file with the author). 
5 Id.; Robert Hockett, Money‟s Past is Fintech‟s Future: Wildcat Crypto, the Digital 

Dollar, and Citizen Central Banking, 2 STANFORD J. BLOCKCHAIN L. & POL‟Y 221 (2019). 
6 Id. 
7 Id. 
8 Id. 
9 Further elaboration, both of the idea and of its ramifications, in Robert Hockett, The 

Capital Commons (2018) (working paper, on file with the author). 
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effectively be conveying a sort of dividend—call it a „Treasury Growth 

Dividend‟ (“TGD”)—to all who participate in our growing national 

economy.
10

 

We must of course limit the „dollar amount‟ of these dividends, lest 

they induce dollar inflation when added to those „dividends‟ which are 

private sector wage, salary, and shareholder dividends in normal times.
11 

But since these sources of „normal‟ growth find their monetary expression 

in a publicly accommodated—that is, „dollarized‟—money supply growth 

via Fed monetary policy in any event, it should not in theory be difficult for 

the Fed and Treasury jointly to calibrate the size of pro rata distributed 

TGDs.
12 Nor would it be difficult to soak up any excess post hoc in the 

usual manners of macroprudential tax and interest rate policy.
13

 

Assuming the latter belief is not overly sanguine, TGDs in normal 

times will be plausibly interpretable in at least three ways of interest to 

policy, all of them warranted by the system-characteristics just summarized. 

 

3.1. Dollars as Dividends 

 

First, TGDs will be in the nature of returns on equity (“ROE”)—

„dividends‟—in a quite literal sense. All citizens, businesses, and legal 

residents will be sharing in the growth-return on aggregate monthly 

investment of capital and labor economy-wide.
14 Because the dividends are 

paid out in spendable Treasury dollars (again, DGBs), in turn, TGDs will 

function quite literally as pro rata claims on the national product—money to 

purchase what we have produced.
15

 

 

3.2. Dividends as UBI 

 

Second, TGDs will amount to a form of non-inflationary Universal 

Basic Income (“UBI”). They will be „non-inflationary‟ thanks to the 

calibration prescribed above. They will be „basic‟ because they will be 

 
10 Id. 
11 Id. 
12 Id. 
13 Id.; Robert Hockett, The Macroprudential Turn: From Institutional „Safety and 

Soundness‟ to Systemic „Financial Stability‟ in Bank Supervision, 9 U. VA. J. L. & BUS. 

201 (2014); Robert Hockett, A Fixer-Upper for Finance, 97 WASH. U. L. REV. 1213 

(2009); Robert Hockett, The Green New Deal: How We Will Pay for it Isn‟t “A Thing”—

and Inflation Isn‟t Either, FORBES (Jan. 16, 2019), 

https://www.forbes.com/sites/rhockett/2019/01/16/the-green-new-deal-how-we-will-pay-for-

it-isnt-a-thing-and-inflation-isnt-either/#34501bd54d7f. 
14 See generally ROBERT HOCKETT, A REPUBLIC OF OWNERS (2020) (forthcoming from 

Yale University Press). See also Robert Hockett, A Jeffersonian Republic by 

Hamiltonian Means, 79 S. CAL. L. REV. 45 (2005). 
15 Id. 
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capped at sufficiently low percentages of aggregate growth as to allow for 

non-inflationary private sector raises, bonuses, and shareholder dividends of 

the usual sort, as also prescribed above. And they will be „income‟ because 

they are income—money returns on aggregate national capital and labor 

investment and consequent growth of the national wealth. 

 

3.3. Treasury Dividends as „Debt-Free Money‟ 

 

Finally third, TGDs will amount to a „debt-free‟ mode of money 

growth accompanying, and thereby accommodating, actual wealth growth. 

This point will be subtle to those unfamiliar with how fiscal and monetary 

policy function under present arrangements, but it is straightforwardly 

comprehensible when made in ordinary prose rather than jargon. 

In essence, central banks and monetary authorities like our Fed 

administer what are called „elastic‟ currencies.
16 These are currencies whose 

supplies central banks modulate in proportion to supplies of real goods and 

services (including labor services) to avert inflation („too much money, too 

little production‟) and deflation („too little money, too much idle productive 

capacity‟).
17 The way our Fed does this now is primarily through indirect 

„open market‟ purchase of new Treasury debt instruments, meaning that 

debt grows as money grows.
18

 

But debt growth can in some circumstances prove financially 

problematic, and in other circumstances at least politically problematic.
19 

These „problematics ‟ are avertable through the simple expedient of 

Treasury‟s issuing equity instead of debt, as I am proposing here. 

 

4. USES AND ADVANTAGES OF THE PROPOSAL 

 

A regime like the one I have schematized lends itself to a number of 

advantageous deployments. These are more or less isomorphic to the three 

characteristics of DGBs used as TGDs that I have just rehearsed. 

 

4.1. Equitable Growth Sharing 

 

 
16 See Hockett, supra notes 5, 9, 13. 
17 Id. 
18 Id. 
19 It can be financially problematic both for individuals in their private capacities and 

all of us in our public capacity when private sector debt aggregates foment debt-

deflations. It can—admittedly, only remotely—become financially problematic for 

nation states when debt servicing burdens as percentages of GDP become either 

unaffordable or affordable only through excessive currency inflation. See generally 

Robert Hockett & Richard Vague, Debt, Deflation, and Debacle, White Paper, 

Federal Reserve Bank of Philadelphia (2013). 
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First, then, in normal times Treasury will deposit new DGB-cum-

TGDs into TreasuryDirect wallets in proportion to normal monthly GDP-

growth, thereby ensuring that what is newly produced can also be newly 

purchased.
20  We can think of this as a means of making „Say‟s Law‟ 

(„supply creates its own demand‟), which is not true, truly true.
21 This is 

attractive both as a matter of justice—fair shares in the national product—

and as a matter of growth and efficiency—no more crisis-fomenting „over-

production‟ or „under-consumption‟ of the type familiar to 19th century 

political economy.
22

 

This form of what I elsewhere call „automatic Keynesianism‟ will 

render most of the abnormal times with which we are familiar—that is, 

hyperinflationary and deflationary episodes—a thing of the past.
23 But just 

in case, two additional uses of a DGB-cum-TGD regime can work counter-

cyclically in the event that deflationary or inflationary pressures ever 

emerge. 

 

4.2. Efficient Deflation Prevention 

 

Second, then, in the face of deflationary pressure, Treasury can simply 

make „helicopter drops‟ into DGB wallets.
24  This can be done either in 

„blunderbuss‟ fashion, when the danger is widespread and extreme, or in 

more pin-pointed fashion, when the source of the deflationary pressure is 

isolable.
25 If flagging consumer demand is the source of the problem, for 

example, simply credit consumer wallets.
26 Do that either across the board 

or more narrowly among those whose flagging demand is the more 

particular source of the problem.
27 If flagging producer demand not rooted 

in flagging consumer demand—a rare thing—is the more proximate culprit, 

do the same with producer wallets.
28

 

It bears reminding that this form of helicopter money is „debt-free‟ 

money, and far more counter-cyclically effective on that account. The rather 

sluggish efficacy of Fed monetary easing during the last great recession, 

after all, is attributable to two factors—first, that „middle man‟ institutions 

 
20 See Hockett, supra notes 9, 14. See also Robert Hockett & Daniel Dillon, Income 

Inequality and Market Fragility, 63 CHALLENGE 45 (2019). 
21 See Hockett, supra note 9. 
22 Id. 
23 Id. 
24 Hockett, supra notes 2, 4, 9. 
25 Id.; Hockett, supra note 13. 
26 Id. 
27 Id. 
28 Id. 
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with agendas of their own were made part of the transmission belt, and 

second, that what was to be „transmitted‟ were cheaper loans, not grants.
29

 

The first factor made for leakage in the pipeline from Fed to citizen, 

since private sector banking institutions often—and in this case did—find it 

more profitable and hence individually rational to speculate on price 

movements in commodity and secondary financial markets than to lend to 

consumers in the midst of a slump.
30 The second factor of course buttressed 

and in part even underwrote the first.
31 Consumers who are „underwater‟ on 

previously accumulated debt during crisis are not interested in—indeed they 

reasonably consider it individually irrational to take on—yet more debt.
32 

And it is unjust to require that citizens „pay back‟ their own central bank for 

stimulus paid during a slump that is not of their making in any event.
33

 

Direct stimulus conveyed through TreasuryDirect, in the form of direct 

money grants rather than loans, of course „plugs‟ the two aforementioned 

leaks. Hence it will make for more just and efficient stimulus policy. 

 

4.3. Efficient Inflation Prevention 

 

Finally third, in the face of inflationary pressure, Treasury, still in 

coordination with the Fed, can do something akin to the opposite of what it 

would do in the face of deflationary pressure.
34  It can, for example, 

temporarily suspend TGB payments.
35  Or it can temporarily impound 

portions of accumulated past TGB payments, after the manner proposed by 

Keynes in his „How to Pay for the War‟ pamphlet of 1940.
36 As with the 

helicopter drops, moreover, Treasury can again proceed in either across-the-

board blunderbuss or more narrowly targeted pin-point fashion.
37

 

If, for example, hyperinflation in the stock, secondary mortgage, or 

commodities markets is the principal culprit—as it was during the 

amusingly named „Great Moderation‟—target those.
38 If, on the other hand, 

some other sector or sectors are the source of the problem, target them.
39 

And bear in mind also that TGB wallets would be only one policy lever. 

Targeted leverage regulation, taxation, and other familiar tools of 

 
29 Id. 
30 Id.; Robert Hockett, Recursive Collective Action Problems, 3 J. FIN. PERSP. 1 (2013). 
31 Id. 
32 Id. 
33 Id.; Robert Hockett, Putting Distribution First, 18 THEORETICAL INQUIRIES IN LAW 157 

(2017). 
34 Hockett, supra note 30. 
35 Id. 
36 Id.; J.M. KEYNES, HOW TO PAY FOR THE WAR (1940). 
37 Hockett, supra note 30. 
38 Id. 
39 Id. 
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macroprudential money modulation still can be used either additionally to or 

instead of TGB wallets for counter-inflationary action.
40

 

 

5. CONCLUSION 

 

A simple new policy tool, multiple new policies—policies that make 

for a more just and efficient national economy. All share in wealth growth. 

All share in the money modulatory task that averts long-term efficiency-

undermining inflation and deflation. All by affording ourselves free digital 

banking and a „People‟s Treasury‟ that knows how to use it. 

  

 
40 Id. The idea of „regulation as modulation‟ is introduced in Hockett, Fixer-Upper, supra 

note 13, and used extensively in all works thereafter cited supra note 30. 


